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PREFACE 
It was the author's intention earlier in the course 
ef his reading and planning to cover only the treatment 
of Trigeminal Neuralgia. However, the other phases of 
the disease because of their general interest prompted 
the author to change his plans,· This paper will be a 
discussion of Trigeminal Neuralgia in general with em-
phasis on the evolution of the treatment of the disease. 
Because of the fact tb,at the present day literature on 
2. 
this disease entity has become so voluminous and repititious, 
the author of this paper considered it impractical to 
attempt to review the liter~ture in its •ntirety. As is 
so. often the case in most scientific advances, the major 
additions to our.understanding and treatment of this maladie 
have been developed by a few enterprising p~oneers in 
Neuro-Surgery. Again, as is so often tmte in medical science, 
the most exciting and spectacular developments have occured 
in the field of therapy, especially sttrgery. By far the 
greatest share of the work done on Trigeminal Neuralgia, 
has been planned and executed by neuro-surgeons in the 
United States and England. It is the author's plan in so 
far as is possible, to trace ~he steps whieh have changed 
this condition from one of hopeless despair to one in which 
cure is praC?tieally one hundred per ·cent and mortality nil. 
DEFINITION AND HISTORY 
4 Neuralgia has been defined by A'nstie:(I)~ as a cl1sease 
of nervous system aanifest1ng itself by pains whieh in the 
great majority er cases, are unilateral,and which appear 
to follew accurately, the course ef the particular nerves, 
and ramify sometimes into a few, and semetimes into all 
the terminal branches of those nerves. These pains are 
usualiy sudden in their enset, and of a darting, stabbing, 
bering, burning, character; they are at first unattend.eci 
with any local ehange •r any general febrile excd.temeat. 
-
'they are markedly intermittent, at any rate at first, the 
intermissions are sometimes regular, am ••••times irregular, 
the attacks eommenly ge en increasing in severity en each 
suceesive occasion. Tm intermissions are dletiquished 
· b1 eemplete freedom frem suffering, and in recent cases, 
th• patient appears to be quite well at these times, except 
f•r seme short time after the attack, the parts thru whieh 
the painful nerves ramify remain sore ancl tender te the touch. 
In olcl staaiin& cases, hewever, persistent tenaerness and 
•ther signs of local mischief are apt to be developed in· 
the tissues aroun~ the peripheral twigs. Severe neuralgias 
are apt to be eomplicated with se·cond.ary affections of 
other nerves which are intimately cennected with those 
that are the eriginal seat er pain, and in this way, con-
. gestions of blood. vessels, hypersecretion.of glands, 
• 
·-
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inflammation and ulceration of tissue are brought ab•ut. · 
'l'h• neuralgia of the fifth er•nial nerv~ is typical 
cf Anstie's'general classification.and description. It is 
the author's intention to present a complete and descriptive 
picture of Trigeminal Neuralgia further on in this paper. 
For the present therefore,we shall be mere concerned with 
the history of this conditien than with a development of 
our primary definition. 
The ancients made few centributions to the knowledge 
of neuralgic diseases in general and facial pains in partic-
ular. Most tnedical historiaas feel that Hippecrates descrfp-
·tion was too vague to give any proof of his recognition 
of the disease. Trigeminal Neuralgia was not described QY 
Aeratus, Galen, or Leon, although Aeratus describes a form 
of headache as.occurring in paroxysmal attacks, separated 
by pain free intervals accompanied by facial spasm and 
follewed by fainting spells. Neither the Arabio school ner 
the Greek or the Romans presented any evidence t.hat. they 
recognized this conditien. (2) 
There is considerable controversy regarding the first 
authentic description of Trigeminal Neuralgia. Seme writers 
believe that Avicenna IiOO A. D. presented an accurate 
description of this disease. {3) (4). Harris (5) believes 
th•t the disease was recogni~ed by the monks of the Wells 
·cathedral during the middle part ef the thirteenth century. 
. ,. 
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ma notes especially the carved capitals on the pillars 
of the cathedral of wells in Somerset, three of which at 
least are illustrations of persens suffering Tiolent facial 
J 
pain. He also notes that Bishop Button of Wills had. the 
reputation of curing this conditiGn. 
Lewy_(2) combed the literature and thinks that the 
first authentic case history of this disease dates from 
I87I. This case history of Jehannes Bausch was presented 
be~ore the Imperial Leopoldian Academy of Natural Sciences 
in 1877. From that time the literature became flooded with 
additional case histories. 
5. 
After the furor regarding the recognition of the disease 
had subsided, the ne:x;t great step in the advancement of 
knowled~e concerning the disease was made in I756 by And~~' 
a Frenchman, who described facial neuralgia as being due 
to a definite involvement of specific merves, and it was 
he who first used the term "Tic Douloureux". About twenty 
years later, Thouret, anot~er Frenchman, described this 
neuralgia with considerable miRuteness. A few years previous 
to Thouret's paper, Ludwig and Hoffman also published well 
marked cases, the former under the title of," De Dalere 
Superciliari Acerbissimo"; the latter heading his communi-
cation, "Oe Cephalalgia Rebelli". 
These various de§criptions published nearly at.the 
same time, by physicians in different parts of Europe, 
·-
-might at first seem to favor the opinion, that the disease 
originated about the middle of the eighteenth century. 
It will be observed, however, that some of these cases 
were· com·•:unicated thru the means of medical journals , 
which then first began tG appear, affording a facility 
of disseminating inform~tion which was previously unknown. 
The next important steps in recording the advances 
6. 
made in the recognitien of this disease were made in England. 
In I829 a manuscript of the celebrated John Locke was pre-
sented to the College of Physicians by the late Lord King 
in which is detailed the case of the Countess of Northum-
berland, ambassadress at Paris in !677 to whose embassy 
LQcke appears to have been attached as Physici~n. In this 
curious document, not only are the sympton of facial neur-
algia accurately given, but the true seat of the disease 
is distinctly referred to. (6) 
Most modern authors disrega~d the previously mentioned 
students of Major Trigeminal Neuralgia, and assign the 
merit of original! ty in describing thL' specie<' of neurialgia 
to .Tohn ~i'othergill whose account of~'A l'iainful Affection 
or The F•ce~was published in 1776. This excellent communi-
cation was no doubt the means of intreducing the disease 
to the knowledge ef the practitioners 0f England and of 
some parts of the continent, for it was described by many 
writers of that period as "Dolor Faceia.i Fethergillii".(6). 
7. 
In his monograph John Fothergill wrote of Major Trigeminal 
·Neuralgia: 
" This affection seems to be peculiar to person's 
advancing in years and to women more than to men. I never 
met with it in anyone much under ferty, but after this 
period no age is exempt from it • 
.. From imperceptible beginnings, a pain attacks some 
part or the other of the face, or the side of the head, 
sometimes the ossa molarium, sometimes the temporal bones 
are parts complained of. The pain comes suddenly and is 
excruciating, it lasts but a short time, perhaps a quarter 
. or a half a minute and goes off, it returns at irregular 
intervals sometimes in a half an hour, sometimes, there 
are two or three repetitions in a few ~inutes. 
"The kind of pain is described differently by different 
persons, as may reasonably be expected; but one sees enough 
to excite one's compassion, if present during the paroxysm. 
"Eating will bring it on in some persons. Talking, or 
the least motion of the muscles of the face, affect others, 
the gentlest touch of a hand or a handkerchief will some-
times bring on the pain, whilst a strong pressure on the 
part has no ~!feet. It differs from the toothache in many 
respects. It affects some, who.from age have few or no 
teeth remaining. 
ttrn cases of singular difficulty or obstinacy, it 
-8 • 
is natural for us to be inquisitive into their causes and 
their nature. Unsuccessful experiments sometimes lead the 
way to instruction and we ought never to cease investiga-
ting the most abstruse recesses of nature, nor at the same 
time forget the nar.row limits of our capacity and the danger 
of presumption." (7) 
Fothergill's description of this maladie did much 
to interest the European physieians in the treatment and 
etiology of this neuralgia in particular. Few if any,present 
day writers have improved on Fothergill's description. 
The history of the disease after !776 is bound up with the 
splendid research done:onjthe anatomy and physiology of 
the fifth cre.nial nerve. These stu.d,ies later lead to im-
provements in the teclmic of treating this condition.Since 
it will be simpler to outline the historical advances in 
the treatment of of this condition in that section of the 
paper dealing with treatment, we will postpone further 
historical discussiQn till then. 
A"proper understanding of Major Trigeminal Neuralgia 
is naturally dependent on a thorough clear familiarity with 
the 'natomy of the Trigeminal nerve. So, with that object 
in mind the author of this paper inclu.des a.short anatomical 
aeseription of the fifth cranial nerve. 
> ',.-\ 
. '· 
• 
ANATOMY 
rt would be impossible to fully comprehen~ any of the 
factors involved in the symptomatology, etielegy, diagnosis, 
or treatment, without some co'nceptien of the anatomical 
features of the fifth cranial nerve, It is for that reason 
that this section on the anatomy of the fifth nerve is 
included. This section will be used, therefore, as a basis 
upon which we shall draw from time t.o time in order to 
explain the premises which prompted the different types 
of operations used in the progress of the understanding. 
and treatment of the neuralgia of the Trigeminal nerve • 
Since the Gasserian ganglion has been the focal point 
' 
around which the majority of the contemporary surgery 
(5) 
has progressed, we shall start from there. The Gasserian 
ganglion is a small mass of unipolar nerve cells, about 
the siz~ of a small bean, lying on ihe middle fossa, in a 
depression near the tip of the petrous bone, just above 
and intermal to the foramen ovale, and adherent on its inner 
• 
side to the outer wall of the cavernous sinus. Berieatb, the 
ganglion runs the motor root of the fifth ne~ve and the 
great superficial petrosal nerve. On account of its shape, 
this ganglion is sometimes called the semi-lunar ganglion, 
its convexity being forward, and it is conta.ined within 
a special sheath of dura mater known as the cave of 1'i1eckel 
and is surrounded by cerebra-spinal fluid, To the concave 
\' 
' I 
I ; 
I 
' t-, 
~ 
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back of the ganglion is attached .the large sensory root 
of the fifth nerve which after leaving the pons passes thru 
a special channel in the dura mater abgve the ridge of 
the petrous bone, to enter the cave of Meckel. Tracing the 
sensory root of the fifth nerve backward from the Gasserian, 
it enters the side of the pons on its upper surface, rather 
above the middle· where it passes inwa-rd to reach the upp.er 
sensory nucleus of the fifth nerve,a<hemispheroid.mass of 
grey matter k.nown as the convolutio trigeminii,,situated 
outside and ventral to the.motor nucleus. Before reaching 
this nucleus, the fibres of the sensory root bifurcate and 
those fibers which carry tactile and pressure sensations 
terminate in the nerve cells of this nucleus. 
New fibres carrying these sensations upward to the 
thalmus pass inwards from the nucleus as the raph~ bundle,· i 
and decus~ate in the middle line to form the trigtmino-
thalamic tract, or trigeminal fillet, which keeps separate 
from the remainde.r of the fillet fibres and ctnds in the lateral 
nucleus of the thalamus. 
After the bifurcated fibres of the sensory root have 
given off the small branch which runs dorsally to end in 
the main sensory nucleus, the principal pranch turn• «own-
ward at a right angle, the bundle sweeping thru the fQ!ns 
and the M.e-dulla in a tract- or nerve bundle known as the 
spinal or descending root of the fifth nerve. These nerve 
-
fibers end in nerve cells of the substantia gelatinosa of 
Rolando, adjac$nt to this tract which can be traced down-
wards as far as the second cervical segment of the cord. 
II. 
New fibers from this mass of grey matter, which may be called 
the nucleus of the spinal root of the fifth nerve carry the 
,the pain and temperature sensations upwards by decussatin& 
in the mil:dle line and jointng the ppposite fillet. 
The Gasserian ganglion gives off three main branches, 
each of which has a smalll ganglion in connection with it. 
Tb.e ·ophthalmic and maxillary branches are entirely sensory 
in function, the motor root of the fifth nerve being dis-
tributed with the mandibular nerve or third division •nly. 
The first or ophthalmic branch, lies closely attached 
to· the outer wall of the cavernous sinus, and passes for-
wards to leave the skuL by the sphenoidal fissure, where 
it divides into frontal, masal and lacrimal branches. It 
supplies the eyeball with stnsation thru the ciliary branches 
of the nasal nerve, the skin and mucous membrane of the 
upper eyelid, and the cornea and.the rest of the conjunctiva, 
with the exception of that lining the lower lid. It is said 
• 
that the corneal supply contains no tactile fibers but 
only those serving the sensaticim of pain. It is st.ill de-
bated whether there is"any special tr0phic :f'unctien in the 
. 
nerve supply to the cornea. 
The cutaneous branches of the first division supply 
the skin of the·. eyebrow and forehead as far back as the 
vertex, thru the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves, 
and the upper side of the nose from the inner canthus down 
to the tip. Branche·s from the frontal division of the 
ophthalmic nerve also supply the mucous membrane lining 
the frontal sinus, the ethmtidal, and sphenoiclal sinuses 
receiving branches from the nasal branch. 
I2. 
The ciliary ganglion is connected with the nasal nerve, 
. having also a sympathetic root and a moter root from the 
branch of the third nerve to the inferior eblique muscle. 
The second division or maxillary nerve leaves the 
Gasserion gan.1lion to pass ferwards nearly' half an inch to 
the .foramen rotundum, a circular foramen in the sphene~d;. 
bone situated about a quarter or an inch below the ri• •f 
the sphenoi4al fissure. Before entering the foramen, tme 
. nerve gives off two fine recurrent meningeal branches, which 
communicate with similar meningeal-branches from the third 
di visi~m. and supply the dura mater of the anterier half of 
the head. The first o..r ephthalmic division alse gives a 
recurrent meningeal branch which supplies the tenterium. 
After emerging from the foraaen rotundma into the spheneid.-
ma,xillary fossabehind. the orbit,the maxillary nerve gives 
eff the tempore- malar branch which supplies the skin ever 
the ~!llar bones and also the temJ?l• an& side 0.f the fere• 
.head. These are two very oemmon areas fer referred pain 
in neuralgias affecting the second divisien, but destructien 
-I3. 
of the maxillary nerve pro~uces no anaesthesia of the temple 
beyond the euter canthus of the eye, owing te the overlap-
ping supply by the auriculo- temporal and supraorbital 
nerves. In the spheno-maxillary fcssa the secend division 
also gives two sensovy branches te the aphtnepalatime er 
Meckel! ganglion, which lies clese to the sphenopalatine 
foramen. 
The main sensory branches ef this ganglien are the 
palatine nerves, the two largest •f which are described as 
direct from the maxillary nerve, merely passing thru Meckel's 
i•nglion to supply the gums and the mucous membrane •f the 
hard and seft palate. They descend from Meckel's ganglien 
thru the posteri0r palatine canal, which opens at the post• , 
erior and outer angle ef the hara palate, epposite the 
, ' . 
last molar tooth. With the meuth wicle epen, it is possible 
to pass a needle up this canal anti thus to inject M.eekel'• 
ganglion directly witb alechel, though it is net a treat-
ment worth practicing. 
The nasal branches of the ganglion enter the nasal 
fossae by'the sphenepal&tine feramen and supply, with sen-
sation the muc•us membrane ef the nasal fossae and septum. 
M.eekel's ganglion is als• cemnected by the vidian nerve ancl 
great superficial petresal nerve to the geniculate ganglien 
of the faeial nerve, but the function of this cemmunicatioa 
is doubtful. 
tne maxillat;}', nerve next gives off the poste,ri•r anti 
miclelle dental branches te supply the three melar teeth: 
I4. 
and the bicuspids and then enters the infraorbital foramen, 
the anterior aental branch is given off te supply the. canine 
and incisors. 
The infraorbital nerve issues a quarter of an inch 
below the rim of the orbit, and ene inch from th• miadle 
. 11••; the three feramina, supraerbital, infraorbital, ana 
•ental , being al•est in the same vertical line. Ta• cut-. 
aneous supply ·~ the aerv• is distributed t• th• cheek and 
the of the nose, Th• anaesthesia prociuced by Gl.estructioa 
ef the infraorbital nerve is beunaed esteraally by a line-
.adjoining the exteraal eanthus to the angle of. t.b• aou1.1l, 
and iateraally at the inner oanthus ef the eye. 
The third, and iargeat ef the \hree aivisiens ef the 
fifth nerve plunges d0wmward at once frem the 1anglien in-
. -
t~ th• foramen evale, an oval epenin& in the great wi~g ef 
the sphenoiti~ which leeke downward antl slightly eutward.11 
and forwards. Th• saall met~r r•ot emer~ing from ben•ath 
th• gangl,ion passes thru the foramen evale with the thirtl 
t 
• division, its fibres forming a. pai'ttial aetwerk with the 
sensery fibres, kaewn as the plexus of Santorini. A• seea 
as the third division has passed thru the fera••n eTale, 
it gives Gff a recurrent meningeal branch which re-eater• 
the sku11 with the meningeal artery thru the foraaen spi•••••· 
Th• feraaen oval• is the p!int ef exit thru which ~he 
third divis~en of the fifth aerve leaTes the skul:1-, ana i• 
rs. 
an oval opening in the 1reat wing of the sphenoid bone 
immediately outside ana below the edge ef the encl ef th.e 
Gasserian ganglion. Close behini it is the feraaen spine• 
sum, thru which the miacill• meningeal artery enters the skull, 
after passing between the tw• branches of the third division 
which join to :fera ta• aurieule-t.eaporal nerve. l'rem this 
nerve is given the sensory branch te the otic gamgl1ea, 
which communicates with the genieulate gangli0n· ea the aeven\h 
nerve by means of the saall superficial petrosal nerve. 
Probably~ ne muscular moter nerve fibers pass tkru the otic 
ganglion. The auricule~teaperal nerve a~pplies a racquet 
shaped area of skin on tao temple ane siee of the •••& •beve 
the level of the imeisura neteh, communicating in fr0:at 
with the supraerbital merTe and the tempera-malar branck 
ef the second division. Th• auricul~-temperal·also suppltea 
the anterior portiem ef the pinna and the.anterior wall ef 
the tympan~m i• part. I!i additi•R te the aurieulo-temperal 
. ' 
nerve, the third diTision gives twe ~ther •&in branches, 
the inferior dental ana lingual nerves, an& also the buccal 
branches to the side o:f the cheek. Th• iaferier dental nerve 
is the largest ef the three aai:n branches and passes ferwari.s 
and 4iewnwar4s to enter the mandible by the inferior dental 
foramen, which is guarded en its inner side by the spine 
ef Spix. Supplying the teetn of the lewer jaw, the nerve 
! 
1, 
j' 
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emerges at the mental foramen 09posite the second bicuspid 
tooth to supply cutaneous sensibility to the chin and lower 
lip~ 
The lingual nerve supplies ene half ef the anterior 
two thirds of the tongue with erdinary sensation, biting 
jeined by the cherda tympani after the latter has left the 
facial nerve in the middle ear. The lingual nerve is gen-
erally believed t0 carry no taste fibers, which reach it 
by the ohorda tympani, and eonseqt1·ently section e:f the 
lingual nerve behind this point, abolishes sensibility on 
the front of the tongue to tactile and painful impressiens, 
but may leav~ taste unimpaired. Pressure pain upem the tongue 
is thought b• seme to be supplied by nerve fibers runniag 
with the chorda tympani or in the hypoglossal nerve, which 
is the me tor nerve to the tongue, just as 1 t is argued. that 
pressure pain senaation on the face is supplied by the 
sensory branches of the facial nerve and not by the Tri-
geminal. Harris is somewhat skeptical ef this theory that 
pressure pain is a function of nerve fibers aceempanying 
the meter nerve to the part, such as the Facial er H"JPo-
glossal. (5) Maleney and 'Kennedy (8) in their werk en 
gasserectomies ·round that ordinary pressure touch is carried 
by the fifth nerve and that pressurepain persists in the 
eye. According to these authors, the facial nerve contains 
/ 
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no pressure sense fibers distal to the fallopian canal. 
On the ether hand, Davis (9) investigating cases following 
Gasserian operations, concludes that deep pressure pain 
persists over the face, the fibers running in the facial 
nerve and in the nerve of Wrisberi. 
The motor root after leaving the skull by the feramen 
ovale supplies the motor fibers to all the muscles of masti-
cation, the temporal, masseter, internal and external 
pterygoids and the anterior.belly of the digastrie, It 
was formerly said also to supply the tensor tympani, but 
this is probably not true, nor does it supply any meter 
fibers to the palate. The buccinater muscle receives its 
motor supply from the seventh nerve. The motor reet arises 
from a group of merve cells in the pons, situated above and 
internal to the principal sensory nucleus of the fifth 
nerve. Occasionally, there is a communication between the 
motor nucleus and the third nucleus, especiallj be.tween 
thatLp~vtioaslsupplying the depressors of the lewer jaw 
with the nerve to the levator palpebrae. The effect of 
thiS is to produce the phenomenon described first by Gunn. 
known as "jaw winking". 'In this condition the actien of the 
external pterygtid upon opening the mouth.wide causes a 
retraction of the upper eyelid on the same side. 
Joining the motor root on its way thru the pons is a 
small band ~f fibers originating from scattered nerve cells 
' 
, -· ;, · ~ :;<::··.·:- r/~!:1_~-:V'.;_:;· ·°l:--:·~J::i />M:·_-; ~:·\-~;; .>.:;~--.-.. ,, 
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rs. 
above the motor root on its way thru the pons is a small 
band of fibres originating from scattered nerve cells above 
the motor nucleus. This is known as the mesencephalic beet, 
and according to May and Horsely (IO) contains both efferent 
and afferent fibres. It has been stated to be motor in 
function and to supply the depressors of the mandible. 
The·Qells of origin of this mesencephalic root lie much 
nearer the third nucleus then does the principle mot~r 
nucleus of the fifth nerve and "jaw wink::ingtt is easier 
to understand if these fibers supply the depressors ef the 
lower jaw. (5) 
As stated in the introductory sentence to this section, 
the presentation of a description of the anatomy in these 
few pages was intended tQ be basic in character. The 
differences of opinion concerning the anatomical physi-
ology of the fifth cranial and some ef it ganglii will 
be presented in the section en the treatment, as seme of 
these fundamental beliefs form.the basis of the various 
ferms of treatment offered to the sufferer from Major 
Trigeminal Neuralgia. 
I9. 
ETIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY 
The cause of Trigeminal Neuralgia is unknown. The many 
studies undertaken to determine the cause of "ttis neuralgia 
have been fruitless. However, these various studies have 
proven informative, if not enlightening. The vast amount 
of· work done on the neuralgia have at least provided a 
scientific background for the numerous theories which 
have arisen concerning this maladie. It will be our pur-
pose, therefore, to acquaint the reader with some of the 
facts and theories concerning this disease. Since most of 
the theories about the causes of Trie;eminal Neuralgia are · 
supported i,i some pathological studies_, these pathological 
findings will be correlate~ with the theories which have-
. ' . been manufactured from these findings. Independent Path-
ological findings concernine the associated findincs in these 
cases will also be discussed in the sectien. 
The subject matter of this section of this paper will 
be di~cussed in the follewing order: 
I. Incidenct~ 
II. Excitinb causes 
III. Theories 
IV. Associated Pathological Findings 
Sufficient studies have been made on large series 
of cases of Trigeminal Neuralgia to give adequate data 
concerning the trends of certain predisposing.factors 
associated with this disease. 
Most authors agree as to the age incidence of this 
disease. The averaee age.of the individual suffering from 
this disease is fifty. Studies by Grant(!!) on one hundred 
eighty-five cases, by Frazier(I2} on two hundred seventy-
five cases, and by Horrax and Poppen(I3) on fouc hundred 
siaty-eight cases compare as follows; 
20. 
Aies---I0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-IOO 
Grant or I% 3.5f !9% 35% 29% 6% 2.7% !% 
Frazier 0 3% &% 2~1t·' 26~ I 25% 14%-----------
H. ~P. .02% 2% 6% 9% 24% 33% I7% 2% 
Harris{!) in a series of two hundred oases eoafirms 
these figures. His youngest case was twelve and his eldest 
was eighty-seven. Flynn, reporting on ene .hundred fi~ty 
.()2% 
oases had an average age of fifty- four.(I4} Adson im a 
review of eight hundred thirty•nine cases fo~nd that the 
avera&e age was fifty-three, and that youngest case was 
.seventeen and the oldest was eighty-eight.(I5) These studies 
definitely ~stablish the disease as one of middle life~and 
beginning senility. 
Women are more susceptible to the disease tfian are 
men in the ratie of three to two.(I6) This statement must 
be accepted with some reservation. crant(II) found in his 
series of one hundred eighty-five cases that there were 
2I. 
ninety-eight females to eighty-seven males. However, in 
another group cf cases collec:ted by the same writer, the 
ratio a>f women to men was three to two .• (I7) Although the 
majority of serie~ of· cases of thts maladie show a predom-
inaiace in the female, Harris(I9)and Adson(I5)haveboth pub-
lished series in which the dise.ase has been more frequently 
found in the male than the female. 
Trigeminal Neuralgia affects the1right side of the 
face more commonly.than it does the left slde. Most men 
agree with Adson (I5)(I8) and Harris (I)(I9) whose figures 
sh0w a right sided predominance of two to oneover the 
left side of t:1c face. 1Studies by these same men and others 
have shown that the neuralgia rarely attacks the ophthalmic 
branch alone. The divisieria of the Trigeminal nerve were 
usu~lly involved according to frequency as follews: 
Divisions--! 2 3 I&2 2&3 I&:2&3 
Horrax and 
Poppen (I3) 2.9% 24% 42.I% 4% 2I.9% 5% 
Ads on (I5) r• I6% 20% II% 35% I5% 
Although these figures show variation with respect 
to the involvement of the first divisien of the fift~ 
cranial nerve, they emphasize the predominance with which 
the neuralgia involves the mandibular bramch •. The figures 
also show the frequency with whict\ the divisions are involved 
in combination with each other. 
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Three exciting causes in particular may awaken a latent 
potential neuralgia: I. Emotion, 2. A chill to the face, 
3. T~auma.(5) There has been no worthwhile explanations 
of these exciting causes and their mechanism. Horsely {20) 
feels that the fact these attacks occur in persons of middle 
life, and people who have been subject to mental worry 
and anxiety, that they have a lower threshold to stimuli 
which unbalance them. He feels that the greater majority 
of sufferers are neurotics before they ever have an attack. 
He further assumes that a neuralgia is an exe.gg'eration 
of an neuritis, and as such that cold should.be a frequent 
cause of Trigeminal Neuralgia, since then the mischief 
begins in the peripheral branches of the •erve, and that 
cold is in ceneral a frequent cause ef neuritis. Horsely 
feels that trauma operates under twe circumstances: a) Lecal 
injury to the nerve trunks as they pass thru bones;.in 
which cate he feels hemorrage oqcurs i~ the sheaths Qf 
the nerves and leads to intense pain ultimately becoming 
persistont and so settine up a neur.algia; b) Local injury 
to the branches of the nerves at their periphal ends. 
Because he could find no other plausible explanatiom 
for this disease, Fother&ill described the condition as 
one due to a cancerous growth. (I) Thouret imagined that 
this affection arose from pressure of the nerves, in 
\ 
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consequence of disease of the bony canal.s thf'U which they 
pass,· but he had no facts ta support this theory.(6) Since 
that time the theories which have been advanced in explana-
tion of this disease have been numerous and unproven. 
~That the disease is hereditary has never been accepted 
.DY anyone. The fact that the disease may be associated 
with SQme form of organic disease has never been proven. 
Theories that the disease may be due to anemia, malnutrition, 
(I) er tumors or alco.hol have been advanced but never 
accepted.(2I) In view ef the fact that the patholegical 
findings in Trigeminal Neuralgia have been ni;t to, date, 
authorities have never accepted an arter.iosclerotic ex -
planation. Again, since no chronic degenerative changes 
in the Gasserian ganglion have ever been shown, this theory 
has never been accepted. There have been attempts to'prove 
that the neuralgia is a septi~ neuritis, and that it usually 
follows a severe dental operation or a history of bad teeth 
f~r· years. Harris ( 5) believe1s that it is a septic neuritis 
of the dental nerve filaments in the jawbone. whica acts 
as the neuralgic focus from which the painful stimuli spread. 
These branches of the fifth nerve are the only nerve filaments 
in the body which are so constantly exposed to septic in~ 
fection anct these nerves-are, almost without exceptien , 
the only nerves which suffer from chronic paroxysmal neuralgia. 
He f~els that this theory will explain why it is that the 
. ('· 
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second and third divisions of the fifth nerve and not its 
first division, are commonly involved. in the neuralgia. In 
this respect Keegan(22) and Melchior(23} concu~ with Harris~. 
Gross(24) states unequivocably his conclusions that 
diseased teeth may be directly or indirectly respoasible 
for a greater number of Trifacial Neuralgias than all other 
causes combined. The regions from whieh these teeth have 
extracted may retain pathological tissue or the alveolus 
. ~ay have been injured to such an extent as to have caused 
a jagged condition thereof, over which the mucoperiosteum 
has healed~ These condition then act as local it~itants 
to the already hyper stimulate~ peripheral ner.ve endings. 
Harris(25) has sugcested lately that the neuralgia 
may be due to the association of the fifth cranial nerve 
with the sympathetic nerve fibers from the cervical sym-
pathetic ... s_ystem. Along this same line of reasoning Frazier 
(26) suggested that the.disease was similar to Raynaud's 
Disease in symptoms and so was probably due to the same 
pause. He also suggested that the Tabetic crisis was also 
so similar to Trigeminal Neuralgia, especially in its 
lightening like paroxysmal character, that the diseases 
could be related except for the fact that an associated, .. 
lesion of the nervous tract has never been found. The ~hole 
Trige~inal tract, the ganglion and its three.divisiene 
\ 
' I, 
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are supplied by sympathetic fibers thru the Otic, Meckels, 
and Ciliary canglion. Whether by the induction of anemia,. 
thru its vasomotor control the Sympathetic system aay play 
an indirect role in the etiology of these parox~smal neuralg~as 
is am interesting problem for discussien in the future. 
Ellis(27) attempts to make accase for a toxic theory 
as a cause of Trigeminal Neuralgia. His case reports are 
too few for any such conclusion at present. Whether the 
disease is terminal in origin, or central in origin is 
debateable at present. Harris{5) has accumulated evidence 
pointing to a peripheral origin, while Alajouanine and 
Thourel(28) subcribe to a theory embracing a more 'central 
origin of the pain. Ball(29) places Trigeminal Neuralgia 
fn the category of functional nervous conditions. 
Most werkers agree with Hutchinson (30) who reports 
that there are no pathological changes in the •erves, 
their structures, in their sheaths, or their vessels, that 
can be ••de out in the most inveterate cases of Trigeminal 
Neuralgia. H0rsely(20) has been unable to find any more 
degeneration in the nerves or the ganglia than did Hutchinsen. 
Spiller(3I) has been about the only werker to consistently 
report pathological changes in the Gasserian ganglien. 
. ,-... 
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SYMP'roMS Al~D DIAGNOSIS 
Trigeminal Neuralgia is probably one of the most 
spectacular SYJBptom complexes known in medecine. Harris(5) 
has published the most complete and descriptive account 
of these attacks. 
"Of the three main divd.sions of the Trigeminal nerve, 
it is especially the second and th1re divisions that are 
liable to tbe paroxysmal "Tic! These may be affected in 
about equal frequency either separately, or both the second 
and third divisions may be involved at the same time, after 
one division suffering alone for some years before the 
neuralgia invades th& territory of the other. Only rar&ly 
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is the tirst division affected, an~ then always in association 
with the second division. 
-'In a large number Gf cases the first onset of the 
pain is not iradual, hut sudden and violent, the intensity 
in the first paroxysm being perhaps more severe than in 
any subsequent attack. So sudden is the onset of the pain 
and so violent in caaracter, that most patients lose control 
of theJJselves. Such violence and suddeness of the painful 
paroxysm are characteristic of Trigeminal Neuralgia, and 
are searcely met with in any other condition. Intensity 
of pai~ is difficult to judge and the same degree of pain 
that may give rise to an extravagant histrionic demonstratien 
in a.r1 individual of unbalanced temperament may be borne 
~ \ 
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with stoicism and with very slight external evidence of 
suffering by another person. Often, it is only those in 
immediate contact with the patient who realize that ·the 
neuralgia is something out of the ordinary, and many 
sufferers from this terrible complaint get little sympathy 
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from their friends, as ordinary neuralgia is commcn enough. 
"After the. first onset of the attacks of pain, which 
may last from a few minutes to a few weeks, there may be 
comple\e cessatien for a year.or more. With succeeding 
attacks the intervals of freedom from pain tend to beceme 
shorter, though some patients have more or less periedic 
bouts of neuralgic seizures for several weeks or months 
every year. Some may have scarcely any freedom, but from 
the very commencement have never a day or even a waking 
hour free from attEeks. Such persons hav'e almost continued 
hypersensitiveness of the face,· being afraid to·: te>uell or 
wash it or to brush the hair en that side. 
" The pain is referred te v.ariQus parts in the upper 
and lower jaw·s, ·in many cases sb.oeting aleng the side of 
the ton&Ue,- along the lip and the side of the nose and the 
baek of the cheek or front of the temple. In second diviaieni 
neura1,1as in addition te the pain affecting the cheek, 
u~per lip and nose, the neuralgia is often described as 
affecting th.et eyebrow and lower half of the ferehead and 
spreading up te the temple outside the eye. Th• eharaeter 
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·ef the pain is •sually sharp and shooting, and may be like-
' 
ened to red het needles 0r wires, the pain darting aleng 
like electricity' and ending like the explesien of a buncla 
of fireworks in the f'ace. In others the pain is like knives 
sticking in, and many will deny any sensation ef heat. 
Different sufferers behave differently during the spasms. 
With some the jaw aay be fixed wide epen, and salivati0n 
may be profuse. In ethers, lachrymation is seen, especially 
in neuralgia ef the first and seoend divisions. Some press 
the hand upon the cheek firmly as a mode ef arresting the 
pain, some dare not teuch the face, while yet others rub 
the face hard with the hands, and from censtant fricti0n, 
the eyebr0w and meustaehe may be practically Mibbed away 
and skin becemes ~aickened and even shew callesities. S••• 
wh0se pain generally starts at the commencement ef a meal 
can control the pain after a while by forcing themselves 
to continue_ eating~ 
"Very characteristic of Trigaminal N_euralcia is the 
manner by whie5 the attack may be preveked; in some, a light 
breath of air upon the cheek or the slig)ltest t•11.cn on.the 
lip· or the lip er nese will start the pa~oxysm, theugm 
immediately on the cessatien of the pain,_ the cheek and 
nese can probably be rubbed with impunity, fer a minute er 
se, befere it again becemes hypersensitive. Sueh areas have 
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been termed ''Trigger Zones', but, in most any movement of 
the face will start the pain, such as· eating, laughing, 
talkim.g, sneezing, or blowint.the nose, Certain spots are 
described as 'points de Valleix?which were supposed to be 
especially sensitive and when touched upon were saia te 
start the parelCys•':' ef pain~ These spots :nave been described 
by Valleix as follews: (I) 
a) First branch- I. Supraerbital Notch 2. Palpebral 
in the· upper eyelid. 3. Nasal 4. Ocalar 
5. Trechlear-at the inner angle ef erbit 
b) Seeeaa branch- I. Infraerbital Notch 2.Malar ••inenee 
3.Upper gums 4.Superior labial 5.Palati~e peint 
e) Tllir4 braneh I. Aurieule-teaperal in frent ef the ear 
2. Where Inferier den\al c@••• out 3. Bingaal 
point en the side ef the teague 4. Inferi•r 
labial point 
"Reflea muscular spasms of the face are naturally the 
rule during the parexysms of pain, a facial expression of 
emotion, but quite apart from these facial mevements there 
is t0 be seen in a eertain number of sufferers from tme 
painful ~Tie" definiDe elenie facial spasm limitedto tae 
side ef the race afflicted with the neuralgia. The elenic 
contractions ef the faeial muscles are mere aarked auriag 
the attacks e>f pain, but are frequently te be seen between 
neuralgic attacks. 
"'}' 
:r-
; "Th• majority of patients are coraparatively free fr•• 
spasms at night, ne deubt ewing tothe quiet and abscence 
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ef mevement, the paia reappearing en washing in the merning 
er at meal times. In ethers, ••wever, night brings no relief, 
and tlle terture may cent.inu'• day and night fer weeks, •ntil 
the severity Gf the attacks dies away, and an interval af 
freedom from th• neuralgia returns. In some oases the in••rvals 
•f freed0m are coaplete, •• sicn ef nellralgia being. present 
fer many weeks er mcmths, but seme persens never al teget:her 
lose the sensitiveness of the face ·and slight neuralgia, 
theugh the severity ef the attacks is in complete abeyance 
and life is telerable. 
"Year after year the disease tends te become more 
cA.r@aic, the intervals between the beut.s of pain being 
sherter, though the intensity and severity ef the paroxysms 
may be less than formerly. Almest invariably., the pain 
las.ts until death puts an end to the suffering and in fermer 
years, suicide eften terminated the stery before medern 
methods ©f relief were knewn. Though the pain. in trae Tric-
emiaaI Neuralgia never spreafis aer.oss the middle line, 
ye:D the netrves of beth sides may be '-fffoted., the disease 
beoeaing bilateral. 
Frazier (26) sums up the syapte•s 0f Trigeainal Neur-
algia for diagnestie purpeses as fellews: 
. . 
r. The disease usually begins after ferty 
---.-·---------
2.Tae disease always begins in ene divisien, never in 
twe, and always en one side ef the face. 
3. Ta• attacks never alternate frem aid• te ai4e. 
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4. Ta• pain is shooting, lancinatinc, tearing , darti•& to 
pl.l:Lata in the term~nal distributiem.. (32) 
5. There is complete freedom betll~•n attacks. 
6. TA• attacks are incited by eenact 0r mevement ef auseles 
7. The attacks become aere frequeat 
a.Patient exlaibi ta extraorclinary teleramie te pain. 
. . 
9. The patieats rarely commit s11ieide. 
IO. Tk• patients never crave Opiua. 
Herrax and Peppen (!3) make •••• seae very ge04 peints 
eeacernin1 ·differential diagnesis ef this disease. First 
dental cavities must be ruled eut because ef ta~ir liability 
te infectiens. Sinusitis is ruled eut by lecal tenderness 
and Xl."ay. Facial injuries usually have a h6stery ef trauma. 
Pest herpetic neuralgia clears up in from weeks te menths. 
Neuralgias ar the &•nieulate ganglien involve the senssry 
portion of the seventh cranial nerve, causing severe etalgia. 
The pain of Glossopharyngeal neuralgia in!elves tonsils, 
pharynx, and the posterier p.art ef tengu•t Syapathetie pains 
are dull aching, burning, or pressure pains varying in 
intensity~ They seld~m follow any anatomical distribution 
of nerves. The erbit, cheek, and temporal regien are usually 
involved. Th• pains usually last several aeurs and may persist 
. l 
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intermittently for months. The intensity usually varies 
with the ner.v0us stress es the :patient. Associated symptoms, 
such as flushing of the face, increased laerimation and sal-
ivation are commen. Tumors involving the Gasserian ganglion 
produc·e severe and usually persistent pain, while examina-
tion reveals the relati•e hypesthesia and later a sensery 
and w0il0r paralysis. 
Cushing (33) believes there are five types of facial 
neuralgia capable of bti.ng mistaken for Trigeminal meuralgia: 
I. Sluder's pkenemena- sphenepalatine involvement, 2. These 
~ecendary te laster, 3. Th@se secondary t0 the genieulate 
ganglien, 4. Tbose accompanying eertain cases of convulsi-.re 
tic, 5. Involvement ef the Trigeminal ner~e by tu•ers. 
Tayler (34) diffsrentiates Trigeminal neuralgia fr•• Sluder's 
Neuralgia by neting the relief ebtained by cecainisation 
ef Mecksl's ganglian. This disease is prebably eften caused 
by sinus infectien • Permanent relief is to be expected 
frem remeval ef the l•oal .feci. 
Hutchinsen (30) believes that it is impsrtant to 4iffer-
entiate between true Trigeminal neuralgia and pse.udo·, 
Trigeminal Neuralgia. 
REAL TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA 
I. Beyond middle life 
II. Strictly unilateral-
constant in seat 
PSEUDO TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA 
I. Invariably y0ung 
II. Rarely unilateral 
variable in seat 
. ·/. 
III. Pain markedly paroxysmal III. Jain severe for leng 
periods together 
IV. Vasomotor and trophic 
disturbances common 
v. Neurasthenic symptoms 
IV. Vasomotor and trophic 
disturbances absent 
v. Ne•rasthenio condition 
very moderately marked strongly marked 
Oljenick has develeped a means of inje9ting two per 
cent Procaine Hydrochl•ride int• a suspected Trigeminal 
branch at its f~ramen of exit at the of the skull, as a 
diagmestic measure. Proof of the diagnosis 0f the Trigemiaal 
Neuralgia is produced by ~he recurrence of the pain as soon 
the procaine has worn eff .(35} Poppen advocates an alcehelic 
injectien of the nerve trunk as an diagnostic measure.(36) 
Frazier (37) also adveoates an alcoholic injectien of 
the offending nerve as a diagnostic measure. The universal 
acceptance and use ef these :n.ew d.iagnestic aids tog•tll•r 
with a better understanding of what oenstitutes True 
Trigeminal Neuralcia.will effer the sufferer a quicker 
relief frGm his pain • 
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TREATMENT 
Unless the Trigeminal Neuralgia is treated by on-e of 
the excellent modern methods of alleviating .the conditien, 
complications of a most severe nature may occur. In a series 
of cases analyzed by Anstie (I) complications in the untreated 
form Gf the disease assumed a variety of changes which 
hindered the effectiveness of any s~bsequent treatment. 
Th• zest common of changes to be noted in chronic cases 
of the disease are: 
I. Continued Lachrymation 
II. Muscular contracti0ns on the affected side 
II~. Dilatation of conjunetival vessels 
IV. Paralysis &f the retina on the affeeted side 
v. Cnanges in hearing, taste, hair, eyes, vasomotor 
system, skin, tongue. 
Sur&ical treatment has far eutstripped medical treat-
ment as rar as effective~ess in alleviating this dfsease. 
H0wever, medical treatment has progressed some ~n general 
effectiveness. Naturally, most patients demand that medical 
measures be tried before any surgical procedures are 
attempted. It has been the general concensus ,of CilP~nion,, 
for some time that analgesips and opiates are not tnly. 
. ' 
~~e~feotive but impractical in the treatment of this 
condition. Practically every drug in the ~harmacopeia from 
the extract of hemleck used by Fethergill~. the Cinchona 
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used by Swietn in !700, to the use of the coal tar· products 
and opiates, have resulted in reperted cures, but has had 
no universal acceptance till Trichlorethylene began t0 
command attention. 
Trichlorethylene, a strong, sweet smelling, .white liquid 
was used in Germany during the world war fGr removing grease 
from the metal parts of machinery and was also contained 
in varnish used to cover the supporting surfaces. of air-
planes. Plessner (38) in I9I5 presented before the Berlin 
Medical society four workers suffering from the chronic 
effects of an acute poisoning. These men developed immediately 
a·fter exposure to this drug d.evel&ped bilateral anaesthesia 
of the Trigeminal area without mot0r involvement. None of 
these men dem0astrated any paralysis of the muscles of 
' 
mastication which indicated a specificity of the drug fer 
the sensory portien of the Trigeminal tract. Oppenheim 
who present at this meeting suggested that this drug would 
be invaluable in the :treatment of Trigemi~al Neuralgia·. 
Pl~ssner did all the early experimenting with the 
drug.·He determined the dosage only after a series of trial 
and eror experiments. He finally concluded that from three 
to sixty drops three times in a day by in8alatioa, could 
be used without effects and that twenty to thirty drops 
thrice daily, would be sufficient to produce complete relief. 
r--
1 
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In the meantime Joachimoglu investigating the phar-
ooolorry of~Trichlorethylene clearly proved by animal exper-
iments.tion that the drug was not irritating to the mucous 
membrane of tho respiratory tract, did not hemolyze the 
blood, and did not cause fatty degeneration of the liver. 
Altho this drug helonged to the same group to which chloro-
form belongs, it did not carry any of tr.e harmful properties 
of the latter. 
Ple:=sner reI?torted a high percentage of cuf'.eS with 
this drug. It has been shown conclusively that the results 
which he obtained were probably due to over enthusiasm 
on his part. Blaser (38) reporting on one hundred sixty-
three cases showed that the total proportion with complete 
relief was fifteen percent rather than twenty five per 
cent as in Plessner's report. Glaser reports that fifty 
one per cent had their attacks diminished as to· both inten-
sity and frequency. 
Glaser's prescibed treatment which is the accepted 
method of using Trichlore-thylene ts as follows: 
"Twenty to twenty five _drops t. i. d.. inhaled until 
the odor has disappeared. This -should be carried o•t 
over a period of four to·six weeks." 
The drug may produce vertico, sleep, drowsiness, and 
therefore it is well to t~'ke the inhalation in a recumbent 
position. After the pain is relieved, the drur;.i is then 
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not needed daily. As a prophylactic measure, it is wise 
to inhale this drug every two or three months for a period 
of three consecutime days. The best results have been re-
. 
ported in cases of short. duration and th0se·. involving the 
mandibular divisicn. A,cure by this means has a greater 
advantage o~er a surgdcal cure in that he is free from 0 
pain without resulting anaesthesia .. 
' 
J. L. Poppen reporting o~ one hundred cases which 
were treated exclusively with Trichlorethylene found that: 
a) Forty~five percent obtained partial to complete relief 
for six months to six years, b) Twenty per cent obtained 
only slight relief in that the·attacks were less frequent 
of less intensity, o) ~hirty-five per cent obtain~d no 
relief whatsoever. m• thinks that the reason Triahlorethylene 
failed was because the patient had not been adequately 
informed as to bow to use the drug. He recommends the use 
of the drug in all cases as there no contraindications. 
Oljeniok (35) used the drug on a number of cases and 
and emphacizes certain conclusions. In a comparatively small 
number of cases of Trigeminal Neuralgia of irritative neuritis 
the inhalatlllon of Trichlorethylene continued for some time, 
appears to give excellent and lasting results. In some cases 
the period of relief after Trichlorethylene may be interrup-
ted by renewed attacks which as a rule are of a less violent 
character than before. In most cases it is a useful temorizing 
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measure which by diminishing the number and vehemence of 
the attaciks, permits the patientts gene~al as well as local 
condition to imfrove. As the pain is only rarely uninfluenced 
by Trichlorethylene, it should be tried in every case. 
Furthermore,· since Trichlorethylene has no effect of facial 
neuralgias other than th•se of Trigeminal origin, it may 
occaiionally be Gf value in differential diagnosis. 
Frazier (26} claims that Trichlorethylene has absolutely 
no value as a therapeutic agent: and should never be used 
as such. 
Experimentation is being carried om: .. wi th new and. varied 
forms of medical treatment. Tyler (39) is using a preparatien 
of Ergotamine Tartrate. He bases his treatment on the logic 
that Ergotamine has been shown esperimentally and· clinical1=y 
to be a powerful depressant of: &he Sympathetic system. 
This substance will be of no use unless there will be 
definite· proof' that the disease is one of sympathetic 
origin. 
Another newer form of medical treatment is that 
advocated by Inskeep.(28) He uses one heaping teaspoonful 
of Calcium Gluconate in a glass of water, thirty minutes 
before breakfast each morning. The subsidence of the symptoms 
was gradual and take from seven to fourteen days to be com-
plete. The main constituebt in this form of treatment seems 
to be the Calcium • 
. , 
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Althaus (40)was the first to use induced current for the 
treaLment of the disease. Horsely (20)has l~ng advocated the 
use of constant current emperically before any operation is 
undertaken. Wolf (4I) also advocates the use of dathermic 
treatment for Trigeminal Neuralgia. He places the electrodes 
at the back of the neck, the base of the skull, and the other 
over the eye. He uses one thousand milli amperes for thirty 
minutes to hour. An analysis of his records show some 
very pertinant facts. Those patients who were sick only 
for a short time were relieved permanently and quickly. 
Patients withe.t:enuine "Tic Douloureux" with free:intervals 
rercted well. Old people in whom the disease seems to be 
due to arteriosclerotic changes in the vasa nervorum seemed 
to be greatly relieved by the treatment. Triga6ial Neuralgias 
in adults which causes continuous pain with exacerbations, 
with paresthesias in the mouth and which are evidently 
due to degenerative changes in the t;anglia,.seem to be re-
fr~ctory to this treatment. 
Ball (29) has sponsored the.use of boiled milk for a 
hyperthermic reaction. His results show either complete 
relief from or great amelioration of their symptoms. 
Barre (42) has developed an ionization method of 
treating this disease. He ionizes Aconi tin !'Titrate, aad 
gives from ten to eit;hty, twenty to forty minute,applications 
every day or second day with a fifteen rnilli ampere current. 
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He claims that the nine cases that he treated with this 
treatment were either cured oft improved.. Bud&en ( 43} has 
advocated the use of ionied Sodium Salycilate, but has 
not reported any cases cure by this treatment. 
f 1ioramarco (28) indicates that good results may be 
obtained with ultra-violet, infra~red, and Xray irradiation. 
Brunner, Ornsteim and Guttman advise the use of cold quartz 
lamfS• The majerity of patients treated in this manner 
were either cured of definitely relieved. Only five per 
cent of their patients were refractory to this treatment. 
Haven also reviews the work Eowenstein who reports on ten 
years experience with the use of Raddum radiatiGn in the 
treatment ef this condition. H• found that one third of 
the cases under treatment respom.ded to treatment. 
It should be apparent so far in the paper that no 
medical cure for this condi~ion gives more than an even 
chance for a cure or relief from the pain of Trii•minal 
Neuralgia. These forms of treatment should therefore be 
. 
reserved foe those patients who are in such poor comdition 
that any form of treatment wc>'uld be out of the question. 
It is our intention to pass now to the other forms of 
treatment which give sure relief and a better chance of 
cure, the injection treatment of Tri&eMinal Neuralgia. 
ir. 
INJECTION TREATMENT 
The use of pain deadening and nerve destroying sub-
stances in the treatment of Trigeminal Neuralgia has been 
encouraged and practiced since Fothergill's time. {44) 
The need for a more drastic and more effective treatment 
of t~is condition was probably the objective in the minds 
of the earlier experirnentors with the use of the injection 
treatment fun Tri&eminal Neuralgia. The condition had already 
been attributed to the.Trigeminal nerve over a hundred 
years before Bartholow sug&ested and carried out the in-
jection of the peripheral branches of the Trigsminal nerve 
with Chloroform in !874. His success with this procedure 
in the treatment of the neuralgia was the stimulus to other 
men for further experimentation with this mode of treatment. 
The use of Osmic acid was advocated by 'Rulenburi (2I) 
a short time later. The Osmic acid is a tetraoxide of Osmium. 
It is colorless, sol•d, crystalizable in long, brilliant, 
prisms, melts at 40 degrees Centigrade. Eulenberg used a 
one percent solution in distilled water. He found the the 
injection of the above strength caused no unpleasant 
sy~ptoms. Eulenberg theught that like the Chloroform, the 
Osmic acid acted as a narcotic on the nerve. No attempt 
1gas made at this time to inject the substance intra-neurally. 
!n 1884. Billroth and Neuber adopted a similar procedure 
with gratifying results in thirty-six out of thirty-seven 
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cases. Sc!ia.piro 'in 1885 followea with the use of a one 
per cent solution of the acid in glycerin and water, re-
cordint five successes in eight cases. (44) It was Sc~apiro 
who first suggested that most i~portant action of the drug 
was to cause inflammation of tLe terminal branches. This 
suggestion bore fruit in the work of Bennett in I889. (45) 
1:reported a series of cases in which the nerve trunks were 
treated with an acqueous solution of a two per cent Osmic 
acia, after exposing them to direct needle puncture by 
blunt dissection. There were many supporters ef Bennett's 
procedure, however the use of Osmic acid suffered a bad 
reputation because of the many cases of bone necroses which 
accompanied its use. 
An new era in the injection treatment of Trigeminal 
Neuralgia was opened in I9Q2 by Pitres and Verger when they 
suggested and carried out an injection of the Trigeminal 
nerve branches with.Alcohol. (46) The work of Pitres and 
Verger was followed shortly by the work of Schloesser of 
Munich who advocated alcohol injection of the deep foramina 
of exit of t~e main fifth nerve branches from the skull.(47) 
Although in the earlier years of this treatment, attempts 
were made to inject the Ophthalmic branch of the Trigeminal 
nerve, Schle>esser early recognized that the problem was 
one of injecting the second and thi.rd branches of the nerve, 
and'he concentrated on this phase of the treatment accordingly. 
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Schloesser's original method was to reach the foramen ovale 
and the foramen rotundum fr0m within the mouth, the needle 
. 
be~ng passed upwards behind the palate thru the pharyngeal 
roof. Schloesser used eighty per cent alcohol, a substance 
which in its coneentrated form coagulates albuain and there-
fore destroys loeal)y any nerve trunk into which it is 
injeeted. Alcohol when injected into the tissues causes 
later the develofment of fibrositis and subsequent injections 
may be hindered by the toughness of the tissues imped.ing 
the facility for manipulation of the needle when searching 
for the nerve. The effect of the alceh(ll is to produce 
neurolysis, a local destruction by coagulation of the nerve 
fibers themselves at the point of injection followed by 
degeneration of the nerve elements below this p0int to the 
periphery. Se long as the nerve fibers above the point of 
injection and its nerve cell of origin within the gapglion 
are intact, a new nerve fiber will at once commence to grow 
downwards from the proximal undamaged tnd of the nerve in 
the proeess ef nerve regeneration, and by this means the 
damaged nerve is renewed and its conducting powers are 
reestablished after an interval varying from six months te 
two years. 
Kiliani (47) introduced Schlsesser's method in the 
United States in 1906. In the same year Levy and Baudoin' 
introduced their eriginal •ethe4 ef approach te the fera•en 
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rotundum and ovale thru the outside of the cheek and accord-
ing to Patrick whe introduced their method the United States, 
they recommended seventy-five ~er cent alcohol, containing 
a little chloroform and a little CQcaine. (48) He describes 
their aim as, attempting te reach the Inferior Maxillary 
branch of the fifth nerve just after its exit fre• the 
foramen evale; the Superior Maxillary branch, ljust after 
its exit from the foraaen retundum. The alc•hel should be 
injected into the nerve sheath if possible. He jescribes 
the dangers of this procedure as: sepsis, hemerrhage, para-
lysis of the Facial nerve, and \he danger of pushing the 
fluid inte the skull. The real iifficulty is the aifficulty 
of accuracy, the difficulty of striking the nerve. Patrick 
believea that a single injectiea wi\h in the nerve sheath 
weuld stop the pain at 0nce. He theucht that it was not 
necessary to make the injecti0n with absolute accuracy 
inte the nerve; that when the alcohol is injected neaB the 
the nerve it unaoubtadly diffuses sufficiently ~o reach it. 
Hecht {44) did much t111> popularize the Levy-Baudein methed 
in this country. 
The early reperts en the tlcohel injection treatment 
ef Trigeainal Neuralgia were very eno•uraging. Sehleesser~44) 
rett•:Dtin& in I907 gave it as his epini1lin based on two hancired. 
nine cases seen Eiuring the past five years,t:h'.at L.lne cures 
were n0 t per11anen t, but af fercl.ed freedtn:t from pain fer abeu t 
a year. He felt that re~eated injections ~elay these re-
currences more and mere so that an almest absolute immunity 
of pain may be ultimately premised these patients. 
Harris (49) began te use the injection methea for the 
teeatment of Trigeminal Neuralgia in 1909. He began te use 
a general anaesthetic, chleroferm, as a preliminary measure 
while inserting the needle. 
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Mest workers feund that a complete and thorough injectien 
of the second and third divisions ef the fifth nerve causes 
total anaesthesia to touch, prick, temperature, and pressure 
over most of the area sup,lied by these nerves and in additi©n 
injection of the third division at the foramen ovale causes 
complete loss of taste inl;tantly on the anterior two thirds 
of the tongue en that side in the very .large majority of 
cases. Motor paralysis, toe, of the muscles of mastication 
will also result from this destruction of the third aivisien 
of the fifth nerve so that the lower jaw will deviate t•wards 
the paralyzed side on epening the mouth, ewins th the weak-
ness of the external ptarygeid muscle and no contraction 
of the temporal ana masseter muscles will be apparent on 
clenching the teeth. In many cases there is temporary wasting 
of these muscles so that there is a slight hellowin3 above 
and below the zygoma, but very rarely is there iliy p•rmana~cy 
of this condition, even after a t~tal aestructien of the 
• 
ganglion by injectien,·though after a Gasserian ganglien 
, 
operation this aoter paralysis is nearly always lasting. 
Fer the alcehel injection to be successful the ~eint 
ef the needle must puncture the nerve trunk· se that the 
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.spinit penetrate amongst the fibers. In as aucfl:. as streng 
spirit is a tissue fixative, its affects are strictly l~aal, 
anti consequently alcohol will not ejliff.use into tile nerve 
trunk if injected outside the sheatn, unless very excessive 
quantities .'are used. In this way alcohol behave entirely 
differently frem Nevocaine anEl Ceeaine-·selu'hions, which 
are commemly usea fer infil t.ratian anaesthesia. If twe 
per cent> Nov<1>cain~ solution is injected into a nerve trunk, 
4ense anaesthesia of the tUstribution of this nerve will 
' 
be found ·after half a minute, but infiltrati@n will take 
about twenty minutes te produce c0m~lete anaesthesia. Aleehel 
injectea into a nerve produces anaesthesia almost instant-
aneeusly. Such injectien is, hewever, excessively painful, 
the pain resembling a flame er intense burning sensatien 
ever the area supplied by the nerve. 
As early as !908 Harris had bepn to experiment with 
injection ef' the Gasserian ganglion with alcC>hel f0r this 
condition. In I9I2' he published the results of' seven cases(50) 
ef aloehol injectien ef' the Gasserian ganglia. This advance 
in the treatment:was prebably the result ef the great future 
indicated by the surgical extirpation ef the ganglia earlier • 
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Harris used the same method of approach t0 reach the ganglion 
that most operators use to inject the third divisien. When 
he reached the third division with the needle, and the 
patient complained of the pain, he confirmed the site by 
I 
injecting Nevoeaine into the nerve, ancl noted the typical 
anaesthesia 0f the third division ef the Trigeminal nerve. 
Witheut aeving the needle, he injecteci ninety per cent 
aleoh0l inte the branch. A burning pain spreading up over 
the cheek and nese even up.to the eye and fC>rehead indicated. 
that alcohol is infiltrating thru the reot of tlle third. 
di~ision into the Gasserian ganglion. A coa~laint of a 
foreign bedy in the eye which is due te devele}'ing anaesthes.ia 
of the cornea and the conjunctiva is a sure sign of the 
injection teaching the inner p0rtion of the ganglion. 
Difficulties with the Gasserian ganglion injection 
became ar~arent at once. Peculiarly the first iivision 
became anaesthetic before the second and third division, 
which was unf@rtunate because in a very large majority of 
neuralgias, it is the sec©nd and third divisi©ns tha\ are 
involved, and if either divisien is s19ared· it is the first 
division that is plreferre€1., in order to avoid keratitis 
and the visual defect. Injections into the cavernous sinus 
was anether complicati8n. The syndrome for this us•ally 
censisted of: coarse nyetagmue, deafness~ vomiting, vertig•, 
paralysis of face muscles, and less of sensation on the face. 
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A short time after Harris~s publicatien in I9I2, Haertel 
of Bier's clinic in Germany: advocated an ascending extra-
buccal route to the Gasserian ganglia. Haertel preferred 
a longer route to the foramen ovale by.inserting his needle 
in front of the coronoid process, by which means a steeper 
line of approach to the foramen evale is obtained and a 
greater certainty of passing the needle thru the foramen is 
assured, once the foramen is reached. The route •Jf the 
needle in the Haertel technio is : thru the cheek opposite 
the alveolar process ef s~cond u~~er molar t~oth, between 
anterior ramus of the lower jaw and the tuberosity of the 
SUJ.l)J3rior maxilla, between the Buccina tor and The Masseter, 
between the coronoid process of the lewer maxilla and the 
Temperal muscle, into the zygomatic fossa, thru the External 
Fterygoid muscle, alomg the great wing of the s:rm,enoid, and 
into the feramen ovale. (5I) Grinker was the first to intro-
duce Haertel's method to this country. Grinker (52) emphacized 
that the method was· dependent upon good finger teuch per-
ception, a correct appreciation of bone sensation, a kn0w-
ledg~ of the ~pproximate depth to which t.he needle must 
attain before reaching the foramen ovale, and the recegnitien 
of the direction whichthe needle is taking. An interesting 
complication of Haertel's early cases was a neur0paralytic 
keratitis in four out of ten cases. 
Patrick reporting on an early series of cases in I9I2 
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concludes that the alcohol injection treatment is best fer 
the very old, the very feeble, and these with grave organic 
disease. The fact that the mastery of the injectian treatment 
is difficult te attain, is shewn in his series in which he 
records twenty-five per cent total misses, and ferty-five 
per cent partial successes. He receris ne cemplicntiens.(53) 
Cushing writing in I920 (46) concedes that the use of 
Alcohel injecti~ns aas stepped the needless peripheral 
operations g0ing on at these times. However, he i~ violently 
against what he terms a blind precedure of injeetin& alcohol 
into the Gasserian ganglien. He says, "Anyone who is familiar 
with the appearance of the ganglion in the living, bathed 
as it is with cerebrospinal fluid would be terror stricken 
at th~ idea of blindly injecting alcehGl into its arachnoid 
capsule." He believes that in neuralgias limited to one of 
the two lower divisions which ao not extend to other Trigeminal 
areas, al~ohol injection is the treatment ef cb6ice. He 
lists the fellowing complications which has seen as the 
liabilities which detract frem the use tf the injection 
treatm:~n't:.: 1aralysis of the Ooulomoter nerve, lockjaw, 
paralysis ef the.motor fifth, aloughs of the nasal bones, 
f&•ial paralysis, and labyrinthine trouble. 
Adsen rep0rting in I922 on I570 alcoholic injections 
feels that this. ~roaedure is a temporizing one, and that 
once started, it is necessary te keep on reinjecting perio4ieally 
·-C 
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In his series of neural injections the average ~eriod of 
relief from pain was about eight months. An average af about 
four injections per patient was made. He feels that permanebt 
cure will never occur with intra-neural injections, but 
taat it is adviseable to use this methoti as a_ preliminary 
to surgery. {IS) 
Many men ebjected to this ferm of treatment because 
of the lack of control of the needle while it was in the 
skull. Poll3ck and Potter ( 5I) began to experi~ent with 
Xray as an aid to the visualization of the progre•s of the 
needle. Their experiment was founded on the fact that the 
foramen ovals.is directly in front of and above and internal 
to the Eustachian tube. By inserting a Eustachian catheter. 
witb the assistance of a nasopharyngoscope and by inserting 
thru the catheter a bougie made of fused lead, they could 
visualize the direction and approximate location of the 
Eustachian tube. Then knowing that the bone separating the 
sulcus the tube from the fora.men was one to three milli 
meters they could calculate ways and means of insetting 
the needle, all the while knowing where that needle was by 
means of a fluoroscope. Tlley used Haertel's methoa of injection 
as the one more pppropriate for their use. 
Prant (54) did considerable work on the standardization • 
of the angles of injection. He attempted to make the matter 
of injecting the nerves an absolute mathematical certainty • 
. , t 
• 
Ea.rris r~porting in I922 on the results of the injection 
treatment deprecates any rule of the thumb method, which 
5I • 
will determine the angle and the line of insertion of the 
needle to reach the foramen ovale or the foramen rotundum.(55) 
He believes that.the treatment is wholly dependent upon 
an accurate working knowledge of the anatomy.and zygomatic 
and spheno-maxillary fossa. His records at this time show 
that freedom from the nemz.algia may be practically guaranteed 
. . . 
for twelve monthlFif the nerve has been properly hit and 
in the rnajori ty of his case.s, the immunity from pain bas 
been much longer, ranging up to thirteen years in the case 
of a third division neuralgia. Four and five years is a 
quite common period for the immunity to last in his experience. 
Haertel (56) reported one hundred cases in I924 which 
he treated with his technic of alcohol injection. He injected 
the whole Gasserian ganglio1n in grave cases and where this 
was possible, a permanent cure resulted. When the injection , 
was only partial, especially.with }!>reservation .of the sen-
$ibility of the cornea, recurrence was the rule. in from 
six months to four years. Some of these patients were cured 
by reinjection. Nona or his patients died. 
Sy !932 Har.ris had probably the greatsEt.number of 
a~coholic injections to his credit than any other living 
man, and his twent.y six ,years of paactice on eleven· hundred 
cases qualified hi11Lto speak authoratively on this subject. 
He (57) believes that no person suffering from Trigeminal 
Neuralgia should undergo the open operation until it has 
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been shown that a satisfactory injection of tY:.e ganglion 
cannot be performed. He is convinced that ther·e can be no 
guarantee against eventual recurrence of neuralgia unless 
there is produced total and permanent Trigeminal anaesthesia. 
This can only be brought about by the destruction of the 
Gasserian ganglion. There is no foundation to the statement 
that a second injection is useless, because as Harris states 
there is no possibility of the nerve becoming immune to 
alcohol. 
Contrary to Harris's belief that the Gasserian ganglion 
must be obliterated for a cure of this conditi~n, Morris 
(58) believes that evidence has accumulated during ~he 
course of the last few years to suggest ~hat what is called 
injection of alcohol into the Gasserian ganglion does not 
describe what happens and that the alcohol affects the 
sensory root of' the ganglion more than the ganglienie tissue 
itself. Morris believes that the greater percentage of 
failures to inject the Gas.serian gang~ia in most cases is 
due to either a small foramen ovale, a superficial pteryge>-
sphenoid os~ification, a narrow external pterygoid plate, 
or the presence of an accessory ossification. 
The uniformity of results obtained by a number of 
different men who have used Alcohol iri.'jeetione ·in· great 
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numbers of cases have helped to clarify many points regarding 
the results of alcohol injection. Horrax apd Poppen (59) 
performed seven hundred sixty-nine injectiens. The lar£est 
r;roup of these !:ave been deep injec_t:i.ons at t1he f'oramen 
. 
ovale for third divisi0n pain. There.have been three hundred 
ei5hty-eight su~h injections for an -average relief of .over 
fourteen months, the shortest period of relief being nine 
months and the lonrest eight years. Injection of the second 
division at the foramen rotunfi.um has been performed one 
hundred ninety times for an average relief of over twelve 
months. 
In twelve cases the Gasserian ganglien wa~ injected 
purposely either partially or completely. These injections 
were performed upon patients who either were regarded as 
unfit for sensory root section or who did net wish to underge 
an operation. RelieC from a total ganglion injection, ef 
course is permanent, and from a partial one is permanent foe 
the peripheral distribution correspondini to tte ganc,lion 
i 
cells which were destroyed. 
Horrax and Poppen believe that in n~ case should surgery 
be tried until.the patient has ha& at least one previous 
effective alcohol ,injection. This is dmne in order to give 
the patient a sensation of numbness which necessarily follows 
suet. afi fnjeotion, or operation,IJ© they Will have a previous 
conception of the feeling. The second reason for giving a 
r I 11 
preliminary alcohol injection is to be sure in doubtful 
cases that one is dealing with true 11 Tic Douloureux." If 
it produces immediate anaesthesia Gf the nerve injected 
and stops the patients pain, there is then no question 
about the dia€;Ilosis. 
Grant found thc.t in a series of ttree hundrEd cases 
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the second division was successfully infiltrated with alcohol 
in sixty eight per c•nt on the first attempt and eit~er on 
the second or the third in twenty-two percentsof the cases. 
The third division was blocked effectively at the initial 
trial in fifty-five per cent of the cases.Second division 
injections gave relief from pain for an average of fourteen 
menths. Third division injections gave relief from pain 
for over sixteen months as an average. Grant (II) noted that 
the di sad vantages of alcohol injectior; ar• tha faot that· it 
is a painful procedure, that even in experienced hands, the 
nerve may not be successfully blocked, and that occasional 
temporary external rectus of facial palsy may result. 
The average duration of relief from pain in one hundred 
fifty cs.ses treated by Flynn (I4) was seventeen momths. 
Ca~es which were injected for a second time remained free 
of pain for an average of twelve mentbh•.He attributes the 
difficulty with the second injection· to trauma ane. fibrosis 
of the nerve from the first injection, and a widening of 
the foramina due to osteoporitic changes in their margins. 
i l 
\' 
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New developments in the field of alcohol injection 
as the treatment of Tri&eminal Neuralgia invelve efforts 
to make the treatment more exact and. less a matter af chance. 
Putnam and Hamptom use a modification of Haertel's method 
of injection into the Gasserian ganglion in which the puncture 
is made during a brief ~eriod of anaesthesia and the position 
of the needle is established by means of roentgenograms 
taken during the _procedures. They use a new anaesthetic, 
N•methylcyclohesyl Methylmalonylurea. It was chosen because 
it has the advantages o~ safety and of prompt and brief 
action. They use a sclerosing a&ent composed of ninety per 
cent alcohol or Quinine-Urea and not mere than two cubic 
centimeters in any injection. (60) 
Irger (6I) urges an intra mandibular appr$ach to the 
Ga.sserian g.anglion in· contra distinction to Haertel' s extra-
mandibular route. It is based on the finding tln.at the fora.men 
./ 
ovale is in a saeitaY plane with the top of the aEti~ular 
tubercle of the mandible and in line with the angle of the 
jaw, thus forming an isosceles triangle which gives one 
the proper measurements and. directions. The ad.van tares of 
this procedure are supposed to make it ~·ossible to definitely 
judge the distance beforeharnl,, to exclmie the damaginc d>,f. 
nerves, to minimize the peril of damaging minor vessels, 
apa to abolish any difficulty in finding direction towards 
the foramen ovale and the Gasserian ganglion. 
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Van Den Ber~ (62) has invented a new instrument which 
he feels will be a great aid in alcoholic inj61ction. The 
instrument consists of' a flat bar which fits against the 
zygomatic arch. At the· anterior end of the bar is attached 
a curved spring becau.se of which the instrument will fit 
on an adult head of any size. At the posterior end of the 
of the instrument is attached a button which fits into the 
external auditory meatus,· and at the anterior end a V shaped 
piece of metal\ is attached which fits •ver the roof of the 
nose. The guides which ar~ grooved for the passage ef the 
needle are attached to the part of the instrument placed 
against the ~ygornatic arch. 
The instrument is reversible and can be used on either 
side. Also the instrument can be rotated up or down on the 
two fixed points (ear and nose.) A study of the skull with 
the ins,trument in place will show that the second and third. 
branches of the Trigemina.l nerve are exactly in.the axis 
of the two fixed points (ear and nose ) of the instrument 
and that the guides point directly to the nerves 'at all 
times, regardless of the upward or downward r~tation of the 
instrument. 
Harris recently (63) has perfected a teclm~e of in-
jecting only the parts of the gan&lioll which he desires. 
For a third division neuralgia he injects only the outer 
two thirds of the gLnglion, and fer a second :d.1.'.nsloh · , c 
/" 
r· 
.• 
·1!-
\ < ~~ neuralgia, he injects only the inner two thirQs of the 
Gasserian ganglion. He claims that this procedure leaves 
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better sensation in those pa~ts of the face which are not 
affected by the neuralgia. He uses the an.terior rou.te de-
scribed by Haertel because he feels that it is easier in 
many cases to· pass the needle between the lips of the foramina. 
The present status of the alcohol injections in the 
treatr•ent of Trige;ainal Neural&ia is that of a teaporizing 
measure.iNet~e-injections offer only temporary relief. 
Gasserian ga.tYg.1ioliJ. injections offer permanent cure, but· 
must be considered as equivalent to a major surgical operation 
on the Gasserian. Certain it is that these procedures should 
only be performed by individuals who understani the anatomy 
and the physiol~gy of the Tri&eminal nerve. Our feelin& is 
one of conservatism. We do not agree with Harris who thinks 
that the alcohol treatment should be used to the exclusion 
of any surgical procedures. Nor do we a&ree with Hyndman (64) 
who believes that alcohol injections should take it0 piace. 
among the obsolete treatments for Trigeminal Neural,ia. 
Alcohol injeetion should be used as an adjunct to sur~ic~l 
treatment. Improv<iments in teohmic 11ay strengthen the position 
of this treatment in the future • 
. - .... 
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SURGICAL TREATMENT 
Although "Tic Douloureu:s" has been recognized. as a 
clinical entity for centuries, its relationship to the 
Trigeminal nerve was long unsuspected because the source 
I 
and function of the cranial nerve was unknown. Thru Galen's 
peri.od until! Meckel' s careful dissection of the fifth nerve 
in !748, the racial nerve was believed to supply not only 
motor but also sensory function to the face. It was not 
strange therefore that Ualen should be the first ~o propose 
to section the Facial nerve for the relief of the facial 
\ 
neuralgia. No record of any worthwhile work on the surgical 
treatment of this condi ti'on ::ts apparent until early in the 
eighteenth century, although ~,ome authors (65) believe that 
strolling montebanks and itinerant surgeons occasionally 
cut for this neuralgia by making an incision en the side 
of the face near the ear. The cut no doUbt waro made in an 
effort to sever the Auriculo*Temporal nerve. 
Early ih the eighteenth century Marishall, the court 
surgeon to Louis XIV sectioned the Faoial nerve for the 
relief of the Neuralgia. Probably the earliest recerd of 
surgical treatment of Trigeminal Neuralgi.a. is that of 
Schlichting (4) who in I748 sectioned the Infraorbital 
nerve for the relief of pain with only temporary results. 
Lngier according to Krause was supposei to have eut the 
Facial nerve at the Stylomastoid foramen in I778. 
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These early attempts at surgical treatment were of 
course done without any anatomical or physiological basis. 
It was the experimental contribution to nerve functions 
which permitted the first rational therapy for this con-
dition. Experimental proof of the sensory functi$n of the 
fifth.nerve and the motor function of the seventt nerve 
was producetL simultaneously by Mageniie an• Sir Charles 
Bell about !821. Neurectomy of the peripheral branches 
of the Trigeminal nerve quickly became the recothizetl. treat-
ment, even though the pain always recurrei. One of the 
, outstaniin~ pieneers in neurecDomy was Auguste Bernari(65) 
who in !836 tiescribei his operation in the anticipation 
that permanent relief woulj result. The general acceptance 
of this operation is shown by the fact that by !869 Wagner 
hai itone one hunctreti thirtyfi ve peripheral neurectomies. 
Not satisfied w~th less than ~ermanent relief, surgeons 
sought to excise the nerve nearer the soucce of the nerve, 
and the boldest attack is taat of John Carnochan who in 
!855 excised the Superior Maxillary nerve from its exit 
at the foramen rotundum outward for a distance of more 
than an inch, at the same time removing Meckel's gangli0n. 
Carnochan's operation was viciously mutilating, nevertheless 
patients who had suffered any length of time welcomed any 
deformity if relief from pain would result. Carnochan's 
first report (65) described three cases ~ne of which had 
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no recurrences after fourteen months. The failure of Carn-
ochan 's operation to afford permanent relief in but a few 
cases of Trigeminal Neuralgia stimulate~ surgeons to re-
newed effort to attack the fifth nerve within the' skull. 
However, anumber of various treatments were used befere 
any acceFtable general course had shown good results. Rowlapd 
suggested the extraction of the molar teeth, and afterwards 
piercing its secket, so as to penetrate the antrum and 
even injecting stimulating fluids into that eavi ty without 
any rational grounds for such practice. Walsham and Hcrsely 
(66) began to advocate a nerve stretching procedure in I885 
but this procedure never attained any pe~ularity. H0rsely 
also used to perform a ligature of the Common Carotid artery, 
but the procedure was too vicious and unsuccessful. 
Further pregress in the surgical treatment ef this 
condition awaited the advent of anaesthesia and the introduc-
tion of aseptic surgery. The first suggestion 0f a more 
radical treatment was made by Mears in 1884, when at the 
end ef a report on a neurectemy, he wrote, "If in any case, 
I believed that the morbid cendition had invaded the Gasserian 
gangliom I •ould not hesitate te enlarce anterierly the 
f0ramen ovale and by traction draw down the ganglion , and 
~roceed in a cautieus manner to break it u~ or remove it 
by section with small blunt pointed scissors." Mears Cji) 
had no opportunity ef carrying out this @peration himself. 
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The earliest surgical attack upon the Gasserian ganglion 
was that of William Ross (67) wh0 instituted its removal 
for the treatment of Trigeminal Neuralgia in 1890. Rose 
devised and carried out an operation in ~hich he 0e%b~sed the 
Superior Maxillae, tre!l'hined the base of the skull with 
the foramen ovale as a center and curretted·the Gasserian 
ganglion away. Although Rose eured the neuralgia, he lost 
thfi patient's eye·and encountered a wasting (i)f the Temporal, 
' I Buccal and 0ther muscles along with a cireumsvribed anaestaesia 
ef the cheek, and a less ef sensati0n and taste cm the anterisr 
half ef the tongue. The ameuat ef ganglien act11.ally remeved 
or deetroyed must have been small fer he made the fellowing 
c•mment, "It is interesting farm the clinieal and physielogi-
cal aspects to ebserve the ra~id diminution •! the anaesthetic 
area, and it weuld ap~ear that the distributien ef the sen-
·sation is taken up by the neighboring branches."It is.now 
clear that the gangli®n was not remeved but tlte initial less 
(l)f function was due tc its injury by trauma. In !892 Rose 
began te advecate leaving the •pper segment ef the ganglien 
al~me. He (68} thought t:aat this would h.elF alleviate tile 
eye eenditions se prevalent in kis early eases~ He s•ggested 
that interference with one part of the gangli(Jn may· induce 
degenerative changes in the remainder whieh will effectuall~ 
,revent a recurrenee ef the malady and yet will not be 
sufficient to cause permanent damage to the eye. 
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Ancirews ef Chieage (69) werking independently }tublislled 
a deseriptien •f an attack en the Gaaserian gangli•n precisely 
similar to that of Res&. He t:Ae•ght ·that this eperatien 
would be superier to all th& ether eperatiens that had bean 
d&Tised, beeause it weula remeve what he theught was the 
• 
seat of the disease, the ganglion. These twe oparatie:m5. 
received little ree0gni tien. Taey yielded at ence t9· the 
superior method which/appeared during the same year. 
Reperts of' the intracranial eperations of Hartley 
and Krause were published almost simultaneously •. They were 
practically identical in.eenoaption and executien. Hartley 
(70) undertook this o,eration because ~f a patient Wh$ altho 
he had already had neureGitemies and neurotomieE:, still had 
his Trigerninal Neuralgia. Each of these men ,arf•rmed ~emperal 
cram.ietomy and stri:pped the du.ra frem the middle fessa ef 
the skull "§mtil ·the second and third. braReaaa (:f tile nerve 
appeared. The efforts •f each were directed t0wards intra-
eranial sectien 0f the peripheral branches ef \he Gasserian 
ganglion and net to the gangli•n itself. As suoh the pre-
ced.u.re was really little superior to the more superfieial 
eperations, then in vegu.e. Krause (3) is·ereciit.ed with the 
real centributien te the treatment of' tmis c0nditien, the 
remeval of the Gasserian ganglion.. The imperta:ace ef this 
step is empbacized by the then prevailing belief caampiened 
by HePaely (66) that removal ef tbe gangli0n w&s impossible, 
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beeause of its close attachments te the wall ~f the caver-
rJlGUS sinus. 
Krause praotioed the extirpatien •f the entire gamgliea. 
Th• chief' ciiffie-.lties with t:E.is OJ&rat.ien was t:me remeval 
er the i11ner (l)r ephthalmie pertien of ti'J.e gaagli(!):n, whiea 
is adherent to the •uter wall ef the Cavernous sinus. Another 
seuree ef eonsiderable trettble in this eperatiem was t:E.e 
arrest of hemerrhage which ebsoured the ganglien. (5) leveral 
modifieatiens ef Krause's eriginal operation resulted. 
In his eriginal d.esoripti•n Krause ad.vecated the use ~r 
an osteoplastie flap fer elesing the openigg ef the skll.11. 
Horsely (20) intred.uced the use of a trephine witheut any 
replacement ef the bene. Iatraeranial tensien se eommen 
after Krause's early operati•n waa r&lieveci im this maJUl&r. 
Cushiag btlieving that the evelutien ef the eperati©n de-
pended 0n procedures te aaoid hemorrhage which hindered 
the operation introduced a 10w temporal appreaea. This (7I) 
appreaoh emphaeized passage underneatm an arct made by the 
Middle Meningeal artery,so that the artery re~ains uninjured. 
Cushing believed that satisfactory resut-s depended upon 
a histolegic identifie-ation and preservation ef the ganglien 
during its rem0val. 
Tiffany (72) recommended an intentienal inoisien ef 
the dura in order te empty the area of the cerebre-spina.1 
fluid.This procedure a seemingly minor peint ef teohnie 
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added in !896 centributes greatly to the ease and safety 
ef the o}!eratien. The additional room obtained net only 
facilitates manipulation in a restricted eperative field, 
but it alse reduces trauma te the Tempera! lebe frem tractien. 
Moreover it at once reduced the veneus eezing wmich eften 
impeded the o:perater's pregress. Tiffany expressed the hepe 
that deliberate partial section ef the Gasserian ganglien, 
especially the lew·er two thirds might be available. He alse 
suggested the pGssibility ef saving the moter root et the 
Trigemirial nerve, and emphacized its importance. 
Hutchinson (30)analyzing numereus previous cases 
felt that sGme :pitactical stepte lessen·the nuraber ef com-
plications se co_mmom in the Gasserian cperati':m, sheuld 
be made. 'Norking en the premise that in most eases, the 
ophthalmic divisiem is net invelved er 0nly slightly se, 
Hutchirisen began to investigate the adviseability of a 
partial rem~val of the Gasserian ganglien. He noted that 
the nerve bundles ferming the e~•llhalmie divieion run thrv. 
the upper edge of the ganglien a:p.d by section it is practi-
cal to remove almest the whole of the latter and yet te 
preserv.e the sensitiveness crf the eye. By this method 
the need for suturing tegether the eyelids and f@r eenstant 
preteetion of the c;rneal surface from dust was aveided. 
Tb.e results of a Gasserian operation are usually anaesthesia 
frem the chin to high u• on the forehead, and frem the 
/ 
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middle line te the Temporal fessa. If the ophthalmic &iv-
isien has been spar~d, the forehead and the greater part 
ef the lfi'.ase, the upJ>er eyelid, and c0njunetiva will retain 
their sensation. ,Anaesthesia of the inner surface ef the 
lips, the gums, and hard and seft palate will be eemplete. 
TA.e nasal cavity and the anterier two thirds ef the tengue 
are insensitive. The Masseter, Temp•ral, and the twe Ptery-
geid muscles are entirely rleprived ef their nerve sup,ly. 
The main risks of the operathm are shock, llemerrhage of 
the Cavernous sinus, and Septic infeeti0n. Tne mertality 
rate steadily decreased with greater use.Hu.tekinsen collect-
ed st:attst.iet.topreve that the mertality ef th.is eperati•n 
was gradually deereasing before sectien ef the posterior 
re•t became.: more !JO:pular: 
l.ellecter ' Year cases Deaths Percent er deaths 
Tiffany !896 I08 24 22 
u.s. 
Marchand !897 95 !7 !8 
Franee 
Prot !903 ISI 34 !9 
France 
Krause I907 36 8 22 
Germany 
Horsely !905 I20 6 5 
El\gla.nd 
Hutchinson !908 70 3 4 
England 
In the madified form ef the eperatien the risks were 
I 
I 
-l . 
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diminished in the fellewing respects1 
' 
I. There was ne anaesthesia ef the cernea. 
2. There was no damage te the Ocalemetor nerve er the 
Cavernous sinus. 
3. Taere is less damage and hemerrhage in the brain. 
There were no r~eurences in H•tchinson~s series. (73) 
The use of Gassereetomy diminished,_ considerably seen 
after the intreduethm of an eperati0n in which the sensory 
root of the Trigeminal nerTe was sectioned near the Gasserian 
ganglion. It was Spiller (3) whe i~ !898 theught that if 
it could be shown that the sensery roet of the Gasserian 
ganglion does not unite after its fibers are 4ivided,then 
division of this root would pr0bably be a less serieus oper-
ation th.aa the removal of the ent'ire ganglion, and might 
have the same effect in the relief ef pain. 'I'Aree years 
later Spiller and Frazier reported the suaeessful ease ef 
intra cranial division &f the sensory roet 0f' the Trigemim1s. 
At that time Spiller brought forward in support ef his 
operation, the literature en nen-regenerati~n-of the path-
ways 0f the spinal eord after division, and tkought that, 
after section of the sensory rea>t of the Trigeminus, the 
result's would be the same. In his e:peration Frazier used 
the majority of improvements that had been suggested .in 
the approach for the Gasserian ganglien. 
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Frazier was not the first to use this operation as 
an aid to the treatment of thts neuralgia. Horsely (74) 
had reached the sens~ry root by an intradural approach, 
retracting the Temporal bone, but the patient died. Frazier 
succeeded where Horsely failed bec0use he approached the 
sensory root extradurally. 
The operation of sectioning the sensory root of the 
. 
Trig3minal·nerve became the operation of choice in the sue-
-
ceeding years. However, operations on the peripheral portion 
of the nerve continued to be practiced. Probably the most 
interesting of these operations was that introduced by 
Robert Abb.e in !900. (75) He resected the peri,heral branches 
of the nerve and then interposed a piece sterilized gut&a 
percha tissue more than one inch long and half an inch 
wide, o~er both foramina. He ~76) reported five cases in· 
I903 with perfect results. This procedure never gained 
much popularity because most men did net believe in the 
interposition of any foreign body in the skull. 
From !900 to I925 the contribution~ of Frazier and 
Spiller overshadowed all other work on' the surgical treat,,. 
ment of this disease.Their first contribution of any majer 
importance was the introduction of the subtotal resection 
of the sensory root behind the Gasserian ganglien in I9I5. 
The bas~s for this work (77) was the results of his early 
work in I90I. From this work he concluded that the nerve 
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fibers of the sensory root of the fifth nerve in both its 
intra cerebral and extra cerebral portions maintain the 
same relati~e positions. He reasoned then tkat if the nerve 
fibers of the sensory root do not mingle freely without 
regard to order, the nerve fibers of the Gasseriain ganglien 
also probably preserve a definite order of arraniement. 
In a paper written with Frazier in !904 (78) he referved 
to experimental work which he did with Marchi's method. 
He found that when only the external part of the sensory 
root was divided, the degeneration in the spinal root of 
'Vhe Trigeminal nerve in the Pons and Medulla was only in 
the dorsal~part of the root. From this it foll•wed that 
the fibers of the inner portion of the sensory root occupied 
the ventral p0rtion of the descending spinal root. The 
result of this experimental work w.as an operation in which 
the outer two thirds of the sensory root of the Trigeminal 
nerve was resected, and the inner one third of. the ]!)ost-
erior root was left intact so as to maintain sensation 
in the eye, and a'bolish the neur~paralytic keratitis which 
had resulted in the majority of the early operations in 
which a total root resection haa been done. 
I» I925 Frazier (79) published his experience with 
the first twenty-five cases of subtotal section, the result 
of ten years work. The results proved his original supposi-
tion; namely that if the Ophthal~ic portion of the root 
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is conserved, keratitis as a complication can be avoided. 
Frazier also thought that the results of his cases proved 
Spiller's premise that the outer third of the ganglion 
contains mainly fibers of the Mandibular portion of the 
Tri~eminal nerve, that the middle third of the ganglion 
is composed of fibers of the ~axillary portion of the nerv~, 
and that inner part of the ganglion contains fibers of the 
Ophthalmic portion of the nerve. 
Studies by Whitehead (80) in I925 seem to confirm this 
theory. !"!mbryologically he found that the Ophthalmic region 
of the Gasserian ganglion is widely separated from the re-
mainder of'the ganglion by the fact that the site of the 
formation of the Ophthalmic nerve is wide~.y separated from 
that of Maxillary and Mandibular nerves which form very 
close to each other. The fibers of the sessory root run 
parallel and became arraneed in separate bundles by the 
enveloping supporting tissue and do not tend to inter-
mingle. 
Frazier added still another great improvement to the 
surgical treatment in I9I9 when he showed that the motor 
root of the Trige_minal nerve could be isolated and saved 
\ 
during the subtotal operation. He was a·ided in this work 
by the morphological work on the anatomy of the Trigeminal 
nerve by '11hitehead and by the· introduction of the use of 
an illuminated retractor.(37)· Whitehead showed that in 
the early stages of develop~ent, the motor root emerges 
from the Pons immediately central to the entering sensory 
root. As development proceeds, this relationship changes, 
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so t1~2.t the point of emergence of the motor root becomes 
immediately cephalad to the point of entrance of the sensory 
root. The motor root emerges fDom the Pons as a separate 
bundle at two different levels, and the fibers emerging 
from the dorsal level are apparently of the Mesencephalic 
nucleus. The motor root as it passes across the Mesencepaalic 
ganglion is joined by the peripheral s·ensory fibers that 
have arisen from the sensory cells in the Maxillary region 
of the ganglion. 
The Yrazier operation (SI) advocating a Temporal 
approach, and the preservation of the motor and the inner 
I 
or Ophthalmia fibers of the s.ens0ry root is the accepted 
operation today. In his hands the o,eration had a mortality 
of less than one per c·en t in I928, and the mortality rate. 
has declined to less than one half percent recently. (37) 
Frazier stresses an number of helpful points which he thinks 
keeps the mortality rate down. He does not operate patients 
with a blood pressure over two hundred. As a 1recaution 
against Keratitis, one drop of one percent Atropine Sulphate 
is instilled in the eye, the night before and the morning 
of the operation. He operates all patients, in the sitting 
position because hhen the field of operation is on the 
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the level with the field of the operator's eyes, the patient 
requires less Ether, and there is less bleeding in this· . 
position. He removes the bone below the level of the Middle 
Meningeal artery. 
Frazier ·makes a stnall perforation in the center of the 
du·ra to allow the escape of Cerebroe~p>.inal fluid. He keeFS 
.the field bloodless with a metal as~irator and a dental 
tampon.He believes that the facility of the fractional 
division of the sensory root will depend upon the liberality 
of the exposure.' All bleeding however slight s:tould be con-
trolled before wound is closed. If the entire root is sae-
rificed, corneal complicatiens are prevented b~ kee~ing 
the lids closed·and using Atropin for four days with Boric 
acid irrigations. 
Success with Frazier's operatic~ has been successful 
i111 the ha~ds of ma~y wo~kers.Horrax and Poppen reporting 
i~ !935 (59) performed the radical operation of the sensory 
root 0111 two huAdred four patieN.ts without a fatality or 
a serious operative complicatioR. Gra•t (I7) fouad that 
the use of the subtotal operatioa lowered his percentage 
of complications consi&erably. He had one fat~lity in one 
hu~dred cases operate« by Frazier's method. J€fferson (a2) 
recommends the subtotal operatic~ for all patieats under 
seventy. Tayler (34) recommends this operation as being 
much safer than alco~olic injection of the4 ~anglion. 
. . . ' 
~.·t ·,_.: ~·~;;~<~: ?"",_.. - t~L._,:,.1·;yk\~\f~rt¥~i :~~,;.':f~;;~~;1·~~d: .. , 
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Grant (83 ) reviewin;_ nine hu:ndred forty-nine operatiol'lls 
in I938 strongly recommends the subtotal resection of the 
sensory root with preservation of the motor root as the 
best procedure of choice. When tt~e age and gercer'al heal th 
of patients suffering from Major Trigeminal neuaalgia is 
considered, an operative mortality of one and one half 
percent is extremely satisfactory. Eittle or no reason 
seems to exist for a refusal to attempt to relieve the 
pain of even the most debilitated of these sufferers. 
Recent anatomical studies advanced by varjous investi-
gators attempt to prove that Frazier's operation is not 
base& on anatomical facts. Va:m Nou,huys (84) b~lieves that 
he has proved that the sensory root of the fifth nerve is 
not com~osed of three parts that correspond to the three 
peripheral branches form the Gasserian ganglion. From this 
evidence Van. Nouhuys concludes that the operation cannot 
be regarded as an absolutely reliable procedure. Stibbe 
(85) from his experimental work on monkeys showed a cross-
ing and a segregation of' the fibers of the sens_ory root 
of the fifth nerve into spinal and principal t:.ucleus fibers 
which he int.erprets as a functional division into paim and 
touch fibers. He further found a large number of sensory 
nerve cells in the sensory root. These were i11 scattered 
croups quite close to the Pons. Thus, he believes that sec-
tion of the rnot distal to these as practicedC:by Frazier 
... ' - -~ 
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does not rule out the possibilities of regeneration of 
fibers.On the other hand, Wilkins and Sachs (86) in re-
cording the areas of sensory loss following pabtial section 
of the posterior root in a series of twenty-six cases, 
found evidence that, while there was some crossing and 
interlacing of the fibers in a variable arrangerent, in 
general the partial ssction could be performe_d satisfactor-
ily by divisi6ns. 
A most important modification of the operation on 
the. sensor-y root was contributed by Dandy in I925. (87) 
He suggest~d sectioning a selected part of the root near 
its entrance into the ~ons, a~d later described an operation 
by which the sensory root was exposed thru a Eub<;>ccipital 
approacl:. (3) ·In this approach Dandy exposed the sensory 
root by incising the Dura, &levating the Cerebellum, and 
openin& the Cisterna Lateralis between the Auditory nerve 
\ 
and the Tentorium. He listed the advantages of the operation 
over Frazier's method as: (as) 
I. There is no.post operative Keratitis due to the 
ease and rapidity ,with which the fifth nerve is. 
divided.-It has been shown that the Keratitis is 
dependent on the amount of trauma inflicted upon 
the nerv$. 
2. The motor root has never been·injured since the 
route has been employed because it ie, at a greater 
. \ 
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distar:ce from tbe sensory root ttan at any other 
point in its course. 
3. The Facial nerve is never injured because i.t is 
at a safe distance. 
4. Sensation ~pproaching the normal is ritained over 
the entire domain of the Trigeminus· irres-pective 
~f the branch involved in the pain. 
5. The appraach is bloodless after the Dura is exp>0sed. 
6. The operatic·n is much easier and quicker to perform. 
Dandy's approach has not much support among any of ·the 
operators. Hyndman (64) believes that from a surgical stand-
point, the Cerebellar approach is preferred, but it requires 
experie~ce in the Cerebellar fossa. Greater care is necess-
ary than in the sub Temporal approach. Van Waggenen (89) 
concluded after usin~ this approach that there is no diff-
erence in the type or dis·tribution of the sensory loss 
be.tween Dandy's and Frazier's operati.o:ias. Preservation 
of the motor root has tlndoubtedly been easier and more 
assured by the ~osterior fossa route than by the Temporal 
route. 
Two ·other new methods of approach to the sensory root 
.have recently been described. Puttin (28) has devised,a 
technic by means of which the posterier root may be· approach-
ed. It consists of incision over and bihind the ear and 
removal of the bone of the upper wall of the auditory carial 
. I 
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and !'.!art cT the floor of the middle fossa without opening 
of tb.e '!'ympanic cavity. The Dura is then elevated off the 
I 
floor of the miidle fossa as far as the tip of the Pyramid 
and ov9r the ganglian. Maxwell (90) has des~ribed his mod-
ification of the Temporal approach. He gains entrance thru 
the Dura beneath the Petrosal sinu~ and thus gains access 
to the root in its course bi tween the Pons and the Ca"& of 
Meckel. 
A number of other surgical attacks :.-:ave bee:r:i. advanced 
for the treatment of Trigeminal neurr:lgia, but have as . 
yet to be accepted because of their questionable relief. 
Gross (24) is a.n enthus~astic booster of Alveolectomy, 
an opere-: ti on originally d.esigned by Shearer of Umaha, as 
as a surr;ical ;.t·rocedure for those cases of Trigeminal 
Neuraliia which can be attributed to dental origin. 
Many men believe as Frazier does,(I2) that the rich 
Sympatretic supply to· the Trigeminal nerve is not without 
significance. Pleth has had one of the largest series of 
Trigeminal Neuralgia for which Sympathectomy was performed. 
He (S)I) performed a Cervical Sympathectomy on fifty cases 
with no mortality and permanent relief. Pleth believes 
that the reason for the gOod results is that the parts 
wher<i tne pain is located are suffer inc ~rl>lii :-n:emia anQ. · 
that the cutting of trc sympathetic produces a vaso paralysia 
wi tl". subsequent vasodilatior_ so that the anemic parts 
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become:parmantly flooded with blood. Flothow ('.92) per-
formed a left dorsal Syppathetic gan8lionectomy for a 
case of Trigeminal Neuralgia. There W<:S an uneventful re-
. 
covery ;vitr~ a residual Horner's syndrome. McKechnie f93) 
belives that the success of Sympathectomies demonstrate 
that ths condition may be caused by some abnormal vasomotor 
inflence in the Gasserian ganglion. ~hether all cases are 
vasomotor in ~rigin can only be sleared up by more exper-
iment~l work, but he believes that the results of this opera-
tion justi~y a more extensive trial. 
SUMMARY 
Haven (28) presents probably the mos,t concise and 
U!D to date summary of the s,tatus of our understanding of 
Trigeminal N~uralgia. 
"Tt.e exact etioloe;y and pathology of Trigeminal Neur-
algia is still obscure. The diagnosis of the syndrome has 
been placed upon a fairly satisfactory basis. Methoa.s for 
the relief of the sufferlng patient have. far outstripped 
our basic understanding of the condition. It is pGssibly 
to be regretted. that relief' from the pains cf Tr,i1eminal 
Neuaalgia must be accompanied'by a loss of some types ef 
·:· 
sensory percepthm over the affected zones. May we he~J;;}·jf;~/ 
that as our knowledge of the eendition increases even better 
methcas of treatment will be evolved." 
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SUPPLEMENT 
Although the series of cases of Trigeminal Neuralgia 
admitted to the University Hospital is limited, the author 
thought it might be interesting to compare our available 
cases with other series already in the literature. 
There wtre no startling differences noted. Our Series 
show that the incidence of Trigeminal Neuralgia is equal 
tn men. and women. Most investigr.tors have found the neur-
algia to be pr~dominarltly right sided, while our series 
shows it to be more ,)redominant on the left side. Most of 
the patients referred to the University Hosnital for treat-
of the condi+:,ion have suffered from the neuralgia on the 
avere .. ge of about six ·rears; some more, some less.. The aver-
age age of the individual suffering form Trigeminal Neµr-
algia. in our.series averages sixty-four years. 
The results fDDm the therapy used in our series shows 
clearly that the operative treatmen-1:. is the only successful 
treatment of this condition. The majority of cases treated 
by ~urgery had a complete cure. Alcohol injections have not 
been very successfully used in the University Hospital.· 
Other modes of treatment used i.n these cases ( Xray and 
Alveolectomy) have been unsuccessful. The only exact treat-
ment which wiJ_l promise relief and cure is subtotal poster-
ior root resection b''hind the Gasserian gP-nglion of the 
Trigeminal nerve. 
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Case Reports 
Hosp. No. Sex Age Side Duration Therapy Result in Hosp. Follow up 
5'II97 M SI Left 2 month X ray Cure Recurrence 
in 39 days 
5I2I6 F 60 Left 6 years Alveolectomy Cure Recurrence in I· year 
Subtotal Post. Cure None 
Roo:, Resection 
5I259 F :o Left 1~ years Subtotal Post. Cure No Recurrem e 
Root Resection 
52I82 M 74 Left I5 years Alcohol Unsuccessful 
Injections 
53272 F 47 Left 4 months Su.btotal Post. Cure 
Root Resection 
54806 F 35 'SLeft 5 years Subtotal Post. Cure 
Root Resection 
56605 F 68 Left 3 ~reeks Alcohol Inject. Cure Recurrence in 3 years 
Alcohol Inject. Unsuccessful Milder 
u 
57966 F 76 RightIS years Alcohol Inject. II II Unsuccessful 
Trethylene ., ti II II 
Gelseminum II ii II II 
Xray II II II II 
60376 M 57 Left 4 years Subtotal Post. Cure No Recurr. Root Resect. 
60973. F 72 Right 2 year Alcohol Inject. Unsuccessful Unsuccessful · 
62399 M 55 Left 7 years Alcohol Inject. Unsuccessful 
Subtotal Post. Cure No Recurr. 
' Root Resection 
62293 M 73 Left 3 years Subtotal Post. Cure No Recurr. 
Root Resection· 
~,,' 
Summary 6M; 6F;. Av. Age 64; Side-I6Left; 2 Right; Duration-Av.5year.spluss 
i~:: 
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